
Federal Advisory Council* 

On September 14, 2012, the Federal Advisory Council met with the Board of Governors to 
discuss the Board's proposed rulemaking concerning enhanced prudential supervision for large 
bank holding companies (Docket No. R-1438), including stress tests. The Council provided 
written views, which are provided below. 

*Updated to include appendix. 

Stress Tests 

To best judge systemic risks, the Federal Reserve's stress-testing process is based on 
industry data, industry-wide trends and averages, and macroeconomic scenarios. 
Although these elements are important to a macroprudential approach to capital, they play 
less of a role in the calculation of risks and capital at individual banks. What suggestions 
does the Council have for communicating and accommodating these differing perspectives 
in order to strengthen the CCAR and capital plan review process? 

• The Council believes that the CCAR process has improved as it has evolved: 
o Enhancements to disclosures have been thoughtful and well received by banks and 

the market. 
o Greater granularity of data has helped to improve the accuracy of the tests. 
o Banks are increasingly weaving stress testing into the ongoing fabric of their financial 

and capital planning efforts. 
• There are two fundamental areas of CCAR that should be addressed to accommodate 

individual bank perspectives and strengthen the connection with bank capital planning: 
1) Enhancing Federal Reserve models with bank-specific adjustments where appropriate 

to ensure they are effective in evaluating individual bank resilience, and 
2) Providing banks with preliminary feedback on their stress test submission during the 

CCAR process. 
• The Council recognizes the difficult task of developing a systemwide and comprehensive 

framework for assessing capital adequacy. We understand that any changes to CCAR must 
meet multiple objectives: 

o Maintain objectivity - by deploying a consistent methodology, approach, and 
approval criteria across all banks; 

o Prevent undue influence - by establishing an interaction model between the banks, 
Federal Reserve "central" teams, and local bank examiners that avoids preferential 
treatment; 

o Preserve the credibility of the tests - by avoiding the "teaching to the test" problem 
that can result from too much transparency into the Federal Reserve's models; and 

o Improve accuracy - by leveraging the insights and best practices of all relevant 
industry parties to improve projections of performance under stress. 

• We believe that our recommendations permit the Federal Reserve to meet these objectives. 



Current State 
• As the Board's question itself contemplates, CCAR is geared primarily towards producing 

an accurate macroprudential evaluation of the resilience of the banking industry. 
• The Federal Reserve's CCAR modeling approach is less effective in assessing the 

resilience and planned capital actions of a specific bank because it uses an industry-average 
modeling approach without sufficient adjustments to reflect differences among banks. 

o There are many reasons that an individual bank's performance may differ from an 
industry average in ways that are material. For example: 

• Although very different tax rates apply to different institutions in practice, the 
Federal Reserve applied an effective tax rate of 35% to all the participating 
banks. 

• Accounting policies can vary significantly. For example, some banks' 
accounting practices capture recoveries expenses as an operating expense. 
The Federal Reserve's model, however, captures expenses relating to 
recovering charged-off debt in its net charge-off estimates. Because the 
Federal Reserve's model was not consistent with these banks' own accounting 
practices, recoveries expenses were double counted. 

• Underlying performance can vary due to fundamental differences in business 
strategy that are both objectively observable in data and sustained over long 
periods. Loans from different banks that would be scored identically by an 
industry-level model have been observed to consistently experience varying 
actual loss performance. These outcomes may be due to important bank or 
portfolio-specific factors, such as customer selection, brand power, pricing, 
and risk-management strategies. (Please see attached Appendix.) 

• Differences in underlying business mix between banks and the industry 
overall can produce materially different views of performance if not modeled 
at an appropriately granular level. For example, it is not clear that the Federal 
Reserve's credit card modeling fully captures important performance 
differences between transacting and revolving customer segments. 

• Both the Federal Reserve and the banks have an incentive to strive for the most accurate 
answer possible at the individual bank level. 

o By its very design, omitting differences between individual bank performance and 
performance of the industry on average rewards banks that fall below that average. 
Weaker institutions may be assigned lower capital requirements and permitted to pay 
out more capital than might be warranted if actual performance were considered. 
This result provides the Federal Reserve and other regulators with an inaccurate risk 
picture and puts both individual banks and the system overall at risk. 

o Differences between Federal Reserve and bank methodologies and projections will 
become apparent to the market once the company-run stress test disclosures required 
under the Dodd-Frank Act are introduced next year. This development could damage 
the credibility of the stress tests and create market confusion. 

Recommendations 
We believe the changes we propose will meaningfully improve the relevance of CCAR in 
evaluating individual banks without compromising the objectivity, credibility, and accuracy of 
the tests. Importantly, by ensuring that adjustments can work both to the benefit and detriment 



of a bank, as appropriate, we can avoid a dynamic where only advantageous adjustments are 
considered, thus placing every institution "above average." 

1) Permit bank-specific adjustments in certain cases: 
• The Federal Reserve should make bank-specific model adjustments if all of the following 

conditions are met: 
o A material difference between bank and industry-average performance exists and can 

be objectively observed in the data provided to the Federal Reserve. 
o The reason for the difference is well understood by both the bank and Federal 

Reserve. 
o The difference is likely to persist over the stress period. 

• Although the Federal Reserve is, of course, the final arbiter of what differences ultimately 
merit bank-specific adjustments, having both the Federal Reserve and individual banks 
identify potential differences would improve the accuracy and credibility of the CCAR 
process. 

• The Federal Reserve can identify differences itself and validate bank perspectives by: 
o Examining relevant data in the Federal Reserve's own rich data sets, 
o Comparing trends across the industry, 
o Validating purported differences using Federal Reserve models, and 
o Leveraging on-site exam teams together with the central horizontal teams to 

determine independently (i) whether these variances are driven by true differences in 
business model or strategy that are likely to persist and thus suitable for CCAR model 
adjustments or (ii) whether they are more tenuous and thus more appropriately 
ignored. 

• The Federal Reserve's proactive identification or validation of bank-specific differences 
will protect against "one-way bias" (i.e., if banks only self-identify differences that work in 
their favor). As such, bank-specific adjustments in some cases would result in increased 
capital requirements for certain institutions. 

• These benefits could be achieved without compromising objectivity and efficiency: 
o Discussions would be grounded in specific variances and observable data. 
o The Federal Reserve would not need to discuss its models but rather only seek a 

better understanding of the bank's specific trends and underlying drivers. 

2) Strengthening two-way communication: 
The Federal Reserve could also improve the effectiveness of the CCAR process as a micro-
prudential tool by allowing capital plans to be directly informed by Federal Reserve feedback on 
the stress test. 

• As we discussed at the FAC meeting in May 2012, banks plan capital actions today based 
on their own projections of performance under stress. This approval occurs without the 
Federal Reserve's perspective on their performance. 

• We propose that near the end of the stress test and capital plan process, the Federal Reserve 
provide banks with preliminary feedback on their stress test submission. This feedback 
would include data similar to what would be disclosed publicly and would describe 
generally the nature of any material stress test discrepancies. Banks would then have an 
opportunity to revise and resubmit their capital plans within a certain period of time 



(e.g., five days), prior to the Federal Reserve rendering a decision on the capital plan. This 
approach has the following advantages: 

o Enables bank capital plans to reflect both Federal Reserve and bank perspectives in 
determining discretionary capital actions, 

o Adds rigor to the planning process and creates greater market confidence by 
eliminating unnecessary guesswork, and 

o Ultimately, results in a capital plan that better reflects the true capital needs of the 
bank. 

To be clear, we propose limiting communication to any discrepancies in the stress test 
submission rather than any details of the capital plan itself. This approach would avoid creating 
an incentive for banks to "game the system" by being aggressive in their initial capital plan 
submissions in the hopes of negotiating their way to a "passing grade." 



Appendix 
Sample driver of differences between Federal Reserve and Bank projections 

In CCAR 2.0, the Federal Reserve made no distinction in its projections for observable, material 
differences in mortgage credit performance across banks. 

Industry level models do not capture originator specific origination 
strategies (1 of 2) 

Comparison Industry Model "Backcasts" for Two Comparable 
Portfol ios f rom Different Originators 

(Broker Originated 5 Year ARMs, Vintages 2005-2007) 

Industry level models do not capture originator specific origination 
strategies (2 of 2) 

Comparison of Actual Default Rates and Industry Model "Backcasts" for 
Two Comparable Portfolios from Different Originators 

(Broker Originated 5 Year ARMs, Vintages 2005-2007) 

The loans look the same to the model, BUT: 
•Originator B had loose credit standards and was often the lender of last resort 
•Originator A had very tight credit standards, a strong brand and only saw the best customers 




